Selected items
Serie Terra Tones
Colour mid grey
Colour code 206
Type Terra Tones smooth
Size 60 x 60 cm
Application area floor, terrace, wall
Item number 206XYZV060060

Item details
Available sizes

Aesthetic details

40 x 120 cm
60 x 120 cm

30 x 120 cm
60 x 60 cm

20 x 120 cm

15 x 60 cm
5 x 60 cm

30 x 60 cm
10 x 60 cm

product kind

floor tile

colour code

206

Type

XYZV

size

60 x 60 cm

colour

mid grey

surface

pattern matt

price group

AP01

glazed

no

Technical details
frost proof

yes

slip-resistance R*

10

light reflectance value

34%

Cradle to Cradle Certified®

Gold

manufacturing size

597 x 597 mm

thickness

12 mm

rectified

yes

Order details
pieces/m²

2.8

pieces/box

3

boxes/pallet

30

pieces/pallet

90

m²/pallet

32.1

kg/m²

27.8

kg/pallet

918

minimum order quantity

1 box(es)

Additional information
Slip-resistance R value

* see technical product
sheets, data sheets, and
Additional information
For each colour group and
information sheets
size, random quantities of
X, Y, and Z are supplied.
Additional accessories can be found at:
mosa.com/en/products/tiles/206XYZV060060
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Terra Tones
Terra Tones is built around eight basic tiles in
the colours cool porcelain white, mid warm
grey, dark grey brown, light beige, grey green,
mid grey, anthracite, and cool black. Every basic
tile has a lighter and darker variant; together
they form a dynamic set. The combination of
three tones results in tiled surfaces that create
optical depth. A pattern with various formats
reinforces the dynamic and natural look of
walls and floors. As a source of inspiration, the
Mosa Design Team developed tiling patterns to
optimize the Terra Tones effect.

Core Collection is a collection that brings
together the most popular series of unglazed
ceramic tiles. This collection is full of design
options, so that architects and designers can
create distinctive surfaces easily and
intuitively. The collection includes 37 tile
colours, three different tile textures, various
traditional tile sizes, and seven innovative tile
shapes in patterns that can be fully
customized.

Each Terra Tones colour group has light (X),
medium (Y), and dark (Z) shades. For each
colour group and size, random quantities of X,
Y, and Z are supplied. The seamless overlap of
shades creates a natural whole.

Documentation and personal advice
From design to implementation, you can turn
to Mosa at every stage of the process for
inspiration, production information, or advice.
Our website features a wealth of information
and resources, including references, brochures,
technical specifications, other specifications,
and much more. If you would like personal
advice, please contact our Customer Service
team or project advisers.

Design Studios and distributors
Mosa has its own Design Studios in Maastricht,
Amsterdam, and London where designers,
architects, and clients can come to experience
the look and feel of our entire tile collection.
Alternatively, you can go to one of our
distributors. Our website will provide more
information on the distributors near you.

Service
Sample service
Choosing the right tile purely on the basis of
photos can be tricky. You can more easily judge
the quality, colour, texture, and the dessin if
you have the tile in your hands. Colour samples
and sample folders can therefore always be
requested free of obligation via your project
adviser, Customer Service, Mosa showrooms,
partners, and our website.
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Any questions?
We set high standards for the advice and
support provided to our clients. This means
that we actively aim for dialogue and that we
are interested in what interests you. This forms
the basis for good cooperation. We are happy
to contribute ideas and suggestions to make
things as easy as possible for you. We are a
partner, from the beginning to the end of the
building process. Our Customer Service
employees and your project adviser are always
ready to assist you.

mosa.com/contact
Customer Service International
T +31 (0)43 368 92 29
Customer Service France
T +33 (0)1 86 65 08 88
Customer Service United States
T +1 212 729 6332

Royal Mosa
Meerssenerweg 358
P.O. Box 1026
NL-6201 BA Maastricht
T +31 (0)43 368 92 29
info@mosa.nl
www.mosa.com
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facebook.com/mosatiles
twitter.com/mosatiles
linkedin.com/company/royal-mosa
instagram.com/mosatiles
pinterest.com/mosatiles

